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Today news is considered and is indeed a very strong and the most popular weapon which is used
by the media and the public to reach out to the masses and make their voices heard. It is via news
that we get to know about the events and occurrences of our nation. News is made available to us
via news channels, news blogs and websites which feature all the recent and current news
happenings and issues of our city; state as well as our nation. It keeps you posted with all sorts of
news events by showing it as breaking news.

News updates, however not only refer to political news or sports related news. It also includes
entertainment news. Entertaining the public is very important otherwise people will get bored of
watching the serious types of news 24x7. Therefore the latest bollywood news or bollywood "gup
shup" is brought to you by the latest entertainment news.

Entertainment news is nothing but celebrity gossip. It features the lavish and luxurious lives of these
film stars which are fascinated by most of us. Bollywood news also gives us reviews about the latest
movies that have released and what their position is at the box office.

Latest entertainment news is provided almost every day, every hour and almost every minute. This
is also done to mislead the viewers and increase the news channel's TRPs.

Media needs to realize that it should not misuse its power otherwise people will stop watching news
channels. Entertainment news should be broadcasted for a certain period of time but not throughout
the day. It helps in rejuvenating our minds after a hectic day at work but only up to a certain extent.
An extra dose of bollywood news is not appreciated by the viewers as they get bored.

Also, media should realize that these celebrities have a personal life of their own and they would
obviously not like if the media would stalk them all the time and try to sneak in into their personal
lives. Media should feature news and issues that are related to the nation's matters of concern such
as poverty, unemployment, illiteracy. Child labor, human trafficking, etc. these social evils should be
brought in to light so that people get aware of Entertainment News the current situation of the
nation. Thus, correct use of media should be made. Entertainment should be there but only up to a
certain extent.
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